Losing to Find
Immersion and Reductionism
Abandoning Description to Find Clarity
Clarity through Subtle Suggestion in Inness’ Landscapes
Disengaging the Anchor

“You must suggest to me reality – you can never show me reality.”

George Inness, Pool in the Woods, c. 1886, The Montclair Art Museum, 1994.1
public domain

Feeling Over Empiricism
Equipped with a pen and a set of scruffy1 brushes, George Inness was driven by a
passion to find and unpack the character of nature’s core. He called hi pursuit a
scientific one.2 While an empirical scientist might use delicately refined tools and
precise instruments to march towards the heart of this puzzle, Inness took the
meandering path of throwing measured precision to the winds of feeling. He regarded
feeling as something that the artist chooses over scientific rules when doing something
as meticulous as harmonizing color.3 Feeling was, for Inness, a tool that could carry the
painter’s perception higher than physical sight.
Despite being distinct from science and any methodology of rules, feeling, for Inness,
was “governed by a certain principle.” At the age of sixty-nine, Inness said that he had
devoted himself to finding the law of this principle, which he called the unit of
impression.4 This is one of several near paradoxes given flight by the art and writings of
George Inness. While feeling must overpower scientific rules in the quest for creative
truth, but it is itself governed by a principle.
Rachel DeLue, an assistant professor at Princeton University and a scholar of Inness’
life and works, writes that the artist called for “an art and a mode of vision that
originated in a vaporous fog” and “laid claim to a science not entirely attentive to
empiricism’s central tenet, that sensory experience constituted the single source of
knowledge.” 5 In an age ruled by the march of empiricism and fueled by the hopeful
gaze of industrial and mechanical visionaries, George Inness drowned the ideology of
reductionist science with what might today be called holism or gestalt theory. The
whole, in these two philosophies, is seen as greater than the sum of the parts. In the
context of the naturalists’ experience, there is something in the interactions of the parts
of an ecosystem which produces a life or presence impossible to describe by dissecting
each piece.

A Presence Beyond the Parts
(Transcendentalism: something more in nature)
This principle of a mysterious life force flowing through nature is outlined by many of
George Inness’ influences and seems to be embodied in many of his paintings. Inness
subscribed to a principle of Correspondences predicated on the assumption that all of
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nature was imbued with revelations of God. This continual inflowing of God’s
presence through nature was sometimes called Spiritual Influx, 6 Inness’ method for
unpacking this essence; for transmitting it in his paintings and writings, was churned
by a fantastically liberated dynamic which broke with the linear nature of empiricism.
Inness let go of a description of fact in order to step in to the presence of reality.
“The Bathers”, painted by Inness at the age of 57, depicts what may be three or five
figures making their way through tall waterside grasses towards a field nearly shaking
with the orange glow of sunset. The light is physical. Twigs, leaves, and figures alike
seem to be nudged softly in to the arms of amber, ochre, and cadmium pigments.
Nearing the activity of a conscious being, light acts both to clarify and to envelop
detail. It unifies all bodies, be they human or vegetation, in to a trembling whole. No
single aspect could be plucked out from this world and examined. It is almost as if the
branches hold the grass up on strings of light and footsteps push up the small white
flowers speckling the ground.

This physically unifying presence, this living string knotting elements together, could
not be described by adding up details of light, impasto, pigment, and composition.
Something is bodily at work, even in a reproduction of “The Bathers”.

The Burial of Knowledge.
The hard, the fixed, and the empirical kinds of knowledge were not an end in
themselves for Inness. In an 1879 interview for The Art Journal, Inness softly subverted
the strength of the saying, “Knowledge is Power”. Rather, he suggests,
knowledge is the seed which, in order to be useful. must be covered up, and die within the
warm soil of human affection. It is good to have such a seed, if we plant it. …When the
love of learning is separated from the love of use, it obtrudes itself at the expense of beauty.7
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Loosening the powerful white-knuckled grip that empiricism exercises over
knowledge, and submitting to the sway of human affection is a foundational stone in a
bridge built towards Inness’ world. His is a space where impassioned love for subject
engulfs the creator and his process in an inspired ecstasy. There is an element of
submission here. In the same interview for The Art Journal, Innes said that
The real difficulty is in bringing the intellect to submit to the fact of the indefinable – that
which hides itself that we may see it. The intellect naturally desires to define everything. It
cannot define God; therefore it can not trust him. 8
Submission to God, for Inness, who believed that all of nature was imbued with
revelations of God, was closely tied to a submission to nature. We will revisit this idea
later, but for now it may be interesting to compare Inness’ thinking with a writer
whose influence was gaining a foothold during the painter’s later years.
The idea of willful submission to nature has a fantastic resonance with Nietzsche’s
ideas of Dionysian immersion in the aesthetic. In his 1872 book The Birth of Tragedy,
Nietzsche praises the momentary merging of one human with another and of mankind
with nature. This action requires the submission of bowing down. This bowing is not the
same thing as a loss of identity. It is an annihilation of the principle of individuationthe illusory stability of isolation. In sprinting words evoking Dionysian fervor,
Nietzsche describes the connection between multiplicity, movement, and unity.
Transform Beethoven’s “Hymn to Joy” in to a painting; let your imagination conceive the
multitudes bowing to the dust, awestruck- then you will approach the Dionysian. Now the
slave is a free man; now all the rigid, hostile barriers that necessity, caprice, or “impudent
convention” have fixed between man and man are broken. Now, with the gospel of universal
harmony, each one feels himself not only united, reconciled, and fused with his neighbor, but
as one with him, as if the veil of maya had been torn aside and were not fluttering in tatters
before the mysterious primordial unity.9
This approach of seeking immersion is also connected to what is today called Holistic
science. This branch of study is non-reductionist (less descriptive of details) and tends
to emphasize immersion. Goethe’s 1810 book Zur Farbeniehre (Theory of Colors) was
a strong driving force in non-reductionist science in Inness’ time, and has a strong
harmony with Inness’ approach to finding the divine in hazy representations of the
natural world.
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Inness believed that colors corresponded in their essential character to different values
and truths beyond their physical presence. His written theory of color couches a
strong and puzzling view of science. White, for Inness, corresponded to light and
wisdom; Yellow to what is natural and external 10. While other colors need to be
augmented to “bear” the presence of white without losing their essential natures,
yellow, Inness writes, is “simply weakened by white without losing any value as
yellow, and in this way corresponds to science, which never discovers God.”11
William James, an influential psychologist of Inness' day, described religious
experience as one of visionary proportions; one whose effect was to "soften nature's
outlines and open out the strangest possibilities and perspectives." (George Inness and
the Visionary Landscape, pg.56). The causal link between letting go of descriptive,
reducible detail and stumbling, in the fog that ensues, upon something more deeply
true, is a dynamic situated at the core of George Inness' artistic practice. A Christian
tradition might identify it as "losing to find" or "dying to live" - the pattern being to
release a white knuckled grip on details in order to attain some understanding of the
whole or the essence.

Geometry is the means whereby the inner order of the world can be known 12.

While his contemporaries, from Thomas Cole to Frederic Edwin Church, produced
landscape paintings tight-laced with descriptions of

“The principle of Correspondence is based on Swedenborg’s belief that there is a spiritual
world lying beyond the realm of bodily senses but within a realm of the most substantial
being and reality.”

By a process of Spiritual Influx, “God’s divine love and wisdom” flow from Him “through
the spiritual world of causes, into nature, the world of effects.”
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A description of something so complex could easily lend itself to scientific rigor and
cataloguing of detail, especially under the heavy sway of empiricism and reductionist
science. (Re: Newtonian science?…)

Inness, though, approached the task from the standpoint of embracing uncertainty;
Seeking greater accuracy (more direct transposition of reality) through a process of
letting go of details.

